INTRODUCTION
' 'N a recent paper Dirac' proposed a new method~o f field quantization which uses an indefinite metric in the space of quantum states. Applied to particles with integral spin obeying Bose statistics, it leads particularly to a "negative probability" of states, where an odd number of particles is present. The term "negative probability" means essentially that observables with only positive eigenvalues can get negative expectation values. The field oscillators which are quantized according to this method describe particles with negative energy. In addition one uses other held oscillators quantized in the usual way with positive probabilities and positive energy. The formalism which is constructed in this way has, therefore, a greater similarity with the original interpretation of the second-order wave equation as a one-body problem without second quantization, according to which states with positive The advantage of this new method is the possibility of overcoming all mell-known convergence difficulties of quantized Field theories if it is coupled with a quite diferent and logically independent method due to Wentzel and improved by Dirac, the so-called X-limiting process which is ã This report is an improved and amplified form of a lecture held at Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana, in June, 1942, and at the same time a continuation of the earlier report, Rev. Mod. Phys. 13, 203 (194j. ), which will be quoted as A. j P. A. M. Dirac, Proc. Roy. Soc. AI80, 1 (1942). purely classical procedure that can be translated into quantum theory. This positive result is, however, partly balanced by a setback in the theory of generation and annihilation of pairs of particles with opposite electric charges. While in the usual form of the theory of holes it is possible to take into account the Coulomb interaction between generated pairs, the application of the X-process to this theory fails to make the selfenergy of an electron finite (whether or not the new method of field quantization is applied at the same time). The reason is that for a consistent application of the X-process there is the necessary condition that the charged particles do not come closer to each other than the distance X.
While this condition can be fulfilled in a theory where the number of particles present is finite and constant by choosing X sufficiently small, difficulties occur in connection with this condition from the fact that according to the theory of holes, pairs are generated in the immediate neighborhood of a charged particle in such a way that the electrostatic (and also the electrodynamic) self-energy of an electron becomes logarithmically divergent. It is the author' s opinion that this difficulty could be overcome only by using, instead of the X-limiting process, a new and probably purely quantum theoretical method. ' The situation in the theory of charged I disagree with Dirac's state ment that in the theory of holes, where one starts with the negative energy states occupied, the equations are more complicated than in the older form of the theory using a constant number of charged particles which make transitions to negative energy states. 5 particles with zero spin obeying Bose statistics is entirely analogous to the situation in the theory of ordinary electrons with spin -, ' obeying the exclusion principle.
Both the negative energy values and the negative probabilities of some states of a single particle according to the new formalism make rather fundamental changes indispensable in the usual physical interpretation of quantum theory. Although the new formalism has in some respects a closer similarity to the classical theory than the previous method which gave divergent results, the interpretation of the new method is not a consistent and complete system, but consists of certain preliminary rules for computing probability coefFicients of radiation and collision processes. The situation also has some analogy to the old correspondence principle of Bohr in this respect, that the new theory unites diferent processes which actually occur under very different conditions in nature. Indeed, the theory does not give the correct dependence of the transition probabilities of these processes on the number of particles initially present in the di8'erent states.
Although this circumstance shows the very preliminary character of the new formalism and seems to indicate the need of more radical changes in the fundamental assumptions of the quantum theory of fields, it may be hoped that just this situation may enable a further progress. 
INDEFINITE METRIC IN HILBERT
in which the operator q is only restricted by the condition that it has to be Hermitian in order to
give the form used for normalization real values.
It is obvious that in a discrete coordinate system the J'dg has to be replaced by a sum over the discrete index n, and g can be represented by a matrix s"so that (1) The quality of an observable to be self-adjoint is invariant with respect to these S-transformations, while the quality to be Hermitian is in general not invariant.
Two different forms of the matrix g connected with each other according to (9) have to be considered as equivalent. Now As is well known, the quantity
The wave function P(N) has to be normalized by Q~tP(N)f(N) =1.
If tt~(q) are the normalized Hermitian eigenfunctions of (11), one has 4 (a) = Z~&~(a)4 (N) (17) has the eigenvalues 0, |,2, and in a representation where N is diagonal, the operators corresponding to u and u* have the simple meaning of an absorption and emission operator applied to the wave function P(N) and hence normalized according to k(q)4(q) =1.
There exists, however, an alternative possibility of treating the same Hamiltonian by assuming the variables p, q which again satisfy (10) as still self-adjoint, but anti-Hermitian instead of Hermitian. In this case it wi11 turn out to be convenient to define u = (1/V2) (p+iq), u' = (1/v2) (p -iq). (18) which clearly shows the "negative probability" of states with odd values of X in this formalism.
In view of the fact that kv(q) is an even or odd function if N is even or odd, one easily obtains, using (16), the normalization of P(q) which corresponds to the normalization (22) of P(N) as given by~' g(q)P( -q)dq=const. . (23) t I, u*j= -1, (19) or, if we decompose P(q) into an even part P, (q) with u the negative of the Hermitian conjugate and an odd part P,qq(q), of u. We can now put
where N has again the positive eigenvalues 0, I, 2,
, and again represent n as an absorption, n* as an emission operator, but changing the sign of I n0(q) =4( -q) (25) This means q operating on P(q) changes it into 4( -q) ' u*f(N) = ¹f(N 1), -uf(N) = -(N+1)ig(N+1).
The Hamiltonian becomes
If we consider p, q as operators which have to be
(1"') anti-Hermitian and to satisfy (10), we have to put q.A (q) = iq4 (q) H=-, '(u*u+uu*) = -(N+-, ').
(21) (26) Ke now have to find the matrix q determining the normalization of the wave function P(N) according to P(N')(N'~g~N")P(N") =const.
X', N" P.A (q) = --k(q).
8Q'
One easily checl. s that for the operators so defined the expectation values of p and q computed according to
In view of (4), applied to u*= -u, q has to anticommute with w* (q)A =iJ~4'(q)( -q)0( -q)A f14 = -I
In the representation where X is diagonal, one sees from (19) that it is sufficient to choose q diagonal with respect to N with (N~q~N) = n~-
are real. We notice that from (26) and (11) (27) n~=( -1)" in accordance with the negative eigenvalue of II The wave function P(N) has therefore to be given by (21). and therefore also a= (1/v2)(u++u *), a*= (1/&2)(u~*+u ),
XVe notice that the inverse formulas which express u+, u and their adjoin ts by a, b and their adjoints are of the same form as (37), (38), namely, (44) and that therefore the variables a, b are entirely equivalent to the variables u+, u . The transformation of the P, q variables corresponding to the new self-adjoint variables P"q, Pb, qb is given by with P.=(IW&)(P++P-) q =(1/~2)(q++q-) 
The last equation can be considered as a particular case of (9) if we put 
one gets for y(x) and P(x) from (56), (56'), the differential equations
Their solutions are 
Moreover, it is easy to check (60), (60 ) by direct computation, which, however, is not necessary for our purpose.
We now determine the normalization factor Z(N, N) using the condition (53 
As can be seen from (57) 
Fortunately this expression simplifies greatly in the limit r=1 because the last factor in the bracket has the value (r' -1)~for s= r and vanishes for r = 1. Therefore only the differentiation of the last factor gives a contribution which is diferent from zero for r -+1, and we get Collecting our results we finally reach the conclusion
Because of the complete symmetry between the variables E"¹ and X+, N (or ¹, X and X+, N) one obtains the inverse transformation function S which expresses P(X+, X ) by f(¹, ¹) according to P(X"X ) = g (A'" iV { S '~X ., Xi,)y(cV., ¹) (51') simply by interchanging ¹, ¹bwith X+, ¹ .
A case of particular interest is the state X+ --X = 0 (hence X= X+ -X = ¹ -¹ --0), for which we get from (67) putting ¹ = ¹ = n (n, n{S{0, 0) =@2( -1)" which means that the "probability of the value n=¹= ¹bin the state X+=¹ =0" is given by ii"{(n, n{ S{ 00)~'=2( -1)".
The sum of the probabilities defined by (68) with 0 (r (1is 1 as it has to be. Of course this result can also be derived directly from (54). It means that the ground state of our system of two oscillators is not uniquely determined when an indefinite metric in the Hilbert space is used; this circumstance plays an essential role in Dirac's theory. (69) with xo = ct and ii the rest mass of the particle (the units are chosen so that h = c= 1 
The usual method of decomposing the field into Fourier components (periodic with respect to a large hole with volume V) is done according to
where we define ko as positive and satisfying ko' --k'+p, , hence
The usual quantization according to
and with the commutability of all variables corresponding to different values of k leads to
and to the expression
for energy and momentum.
Dirac proposed the procedure of decomposing the real field A (x) into two complex fields U(x), U*(x)
Hermitian conjugate of U (k). In accordance with (33), (34) we obtain
which shows the negative energy of the X oscillators. The normalization of the wave function is analogous to (35)
which shows the "negative probability" of states with an odd number of particles in states with negative energy.
This procedure is also equivalent to introducing besides A(x) another field, B(x), the adjoint of which is B*(x) = B(x-), ) and with the quantization
and to the energy and momentum expressions
(in the latter expression one has to symmetrize the order of all non-commuting factors) from which one derives
The connection between U+(k), U (k) and their adjoints, on the one hand, with A (k), B(k) and their adjoints on the other hand is, in view of (75), (75 ), given by equations in analogy with (37), (38) An alternative way of decomposing the field A (x) is to write all oscillators with positive energy in a field A+(x) =A+*(x) and all oscillators with negative energy in a field A (x) =A *(x) given by'
AVe have introduced here the time dependent quantities (84) ( 85) besides the constant quantities U+(k), U (k) and their adjoints in order to prepare for the treatment of the interaction of the field with charged particles. The corresponding decomposition of B(x) into
If wc intro&luce for every value of k, the variables P+(k), i7+(k), P (k), q (k) by (30), (31), and identify a(k), b(k) and their adjoints given by (37), (38) analogous to (85) with
then the quantities A+(x), A (x), B+(x), B (x) can be written
Further, if we define the self-adjoint quantities P,(k), g.(k), Pb(k), gp(k) by (45), (46), (49), and (50),
I'he energy and momentum can also be written in the new variables as
One obtains the analogous quantization of Maxwell's equation by putting p, = 0 and by substituting for the scalar fields four-vector fields A"(x), B"(x), U"(x), U"*(x), (p= 1, 2, 3 and 4 or 0) with the same kind of connection In view of the interaction of mesotrons with heavy particles (protons and neutrons), it is of particular interest to consider also fields describing charged particles instead of photons. We are dealing here with the simplest case of spin 0 particles, for the treatment of charged particles with spin 1 can be done in an analogous way.
In the usual theory of Pauli and Weisskopf one introduces a complex field P(x) (instead of the real field A(x) of the preceding section) which again satisfies the wave equation ( +ii')/=0 and the Fourier decomposition of which can be written
The commutation rules for the quantities A~( k), A (k) with their conjugates are
represent in this theory the number of particles with positive and negative electric charge, respectively.
Analogous to Eq. Pi') we now introduce the second redundant field y(x) defined by 
The energy and momentum are given by [B (k) 
Here and in the following, one always has to symmetrize the order of all non-commuting factors. One derives from these expressions
For the current vector s,(i = 1, 2, 3 and 4 or 0, s4 --iso) one gets a/* a$ l ay* ay s, =ie P -P*'+ y -y* I ax"ax" I ax"ax"
Hence for the total electric charge (106)
The decomposition of the fields P(x), y(x) analogous to the former decomposition of A (x) in U(x) and its adjoint U*(x) [see (75), (75')] has to be done according to
and in the same way
The quantization is
Hence the U", (k), U", (k) have an indefinite metric in Hilbert space as the B~(k), B"(k); the U",+(k), U",+(k) have a definite metric in Hilbert space as the A"(k), A"(k). Moreover, we have
and by comparison of (110), (111)with (99), (102) we find, using (109)
One can see from these expressions that the held describes four kinds of particles, with positive and negative charges and with positive and negative energy, respectively. Inserting (109) into (105) and (10/) we find 8 U~* 8 U~8 U"* 8 U"
+&U"*U,+p'U"*U"+ +&U 'r/U +ii'U"*U"dV, 
In an external electromagnetic field with the potentials y"(x) one has to substitute for BU"8U~gU -jeq "U", -
Therefore the functions U", U"are multiplied under the gauge transformation p"-+y"-(i/s) (Bu/Bx") by e', while U~*, U"are multiplied by e ' . There is a fundamental difference between this form of the theory and the older theory of Pauli-Weisskopf. According to (99) the current vector s"due to the 6eld P(x) contains terms of the form A "(k)A (k') and A "~(k)A"*(k') which correspond to the absorption and emission of pairs of particles with positive and negative electric charge, respectively.
However, the expression (120) according to (110) and (111)does not contain terms of this kind but commutes both with the total number of p and of n particles present. Therefore in this mathematical description pair generation and annihilation do not occur, but only transitions of a particle from positive to negative energy states as was the case in Dirac's original theory of the electron with spin -,.
The physical interpretation of this description is discussed below in Section 7. We notice here that of course there is in general also a change in the number of charged particles in the new mathematical description as soon as there is an interaction of the charged particles with other charged particles (for instance of charged mesons with protons and neutrons).
For the sake of completeness we indicate here the possibility of other variables which are sometimes convenient and which comes from the separation of P(x) into its real and imaginary parts according to and analogously 
we obtain, in view of (109), 
We emphasize, however, that there exists a diferent scheme for the description of the fields corresponding to charged particles which is more similar to the older Pauli-Weisskopf theory. Wc decompose the field according to 
fn the final result one goes to the limit)io, 2 -&0 again, in such a way that (144) is always ful6lled. For finite X the results are relativistically invariant only if X is also transformed (like a vector) while its inHuence on the results drops in the limit X -+0. We may decompose into Fourier components ac-
The commutation relations (143) are at a certain instant xo, equivalent to La"(k, xo), a"*(k', xo)] = 8". bio cos ()ioko 2 'k).
While (143) 
We shall use here the latter method. In order to find the necessary changes in the usual expression for H due to the )(-process, we notice First that the eigenvalues of a,"*(k)a"(k)due to (147) are given by a"*(k)u"(k)=X"(k) cos (Xpkp -2 k)
where kp --~k~, the rest mass of the photons being zero, and the X"(k) are zero or positive integers for (151) Q [((o(m) .
p(a)) +4)4P(n)]
The factor [cos (P pkp -3 k)] ' is rather striking, but unavoidable in order to stay in accordance with (146) and the rule (148) applied to A"(x) in view of (147). In the formulation of the X-process with the help of several time variables this circumstance is not obvious because one then does not need IIo explicitly. The energy of matter for a set of spin -, electrons characterized by a running index m is given by )where the usual Dirac matrices n, P are introduced. The interaction energy is Q=(4)r)&eg. l -Ao(S")+n(") A(S")7
Here s"is the place of the nth particle; the sign is chosen in such a way that for electrons with negative charge e is the positive absolute value of the charge, and the factor (44r) & is added in order to measure it in the ordinary and not in the Heaviside units, while the potentials are, according to (150), measured in Heaviside units. One sees that (146) still holds as a consequence of (148) 
The operators y'&"&, X(k), X*(k) have the important property of commuting with each other:
Only such observables are of physical significance which commute with the subsidiary conditions, that is with X'(k), X*(k); and it is well known that these are gauge invariant quantities. The result (162) proves, for instance, that y'&"' belongs to these quantities, but not y'"'. So long as we are interested only in observables of this kind, we are allowed to put explicitly X(k) = X*(k) = 0, which reduces the Hamiltonian H to its part H', and to use a wave function +' of a complete set of variables of this 
163)"
This will be done in the following, where we can now simply omit all primes.
We now discuss the last term of the Hamiltonian (161),which is due to the longitudinal part of the field and is nothing but the electrostatic energy E". Inserting Zo" =-e'
"In order to explain this in more detail we write k s(k} -koao
where Qi(k), Q2(k) are Hermitian and commute with each other. In accordance with the commutation relation (147) we define the Hermitian operators Pi(k), P2(k) which fulfiill [Pi{k}, P2(k) 
So long as we are dealing with a discrete set of particles, we can exclude the singular case y"= p, and if r"&0, we finally obtain, always in the limit Xp~O, et lim E"= for r""$0.
x~p r (168a)
In the case of a continuous distribution of charges, for a hnite Xp the contribution of the particles inside a sphere with the radius ) p is canceled. So long as the charge density is regular, this contribution goes of course to zero for Xp~0. There are cases, however, where the charge density around a particle is singular for small distances, and then it can happen that the contribution to the electrostatic energy due to the particles in a distance larger than Xp increases to inanity for Xp~0. We shall see at the end of this section that in the theory of holes such a case does occur. It is the author's opinion that the restriction r"&0for the particles, which is necessary for the validity of the ) process, " is not quite satisfactory.
(1) Introduction of the Negative Energy Protons. Electrodynamic Part of the Self-Energy in the e' Approximation
We now introduce the negative energy photons by putting, according to (97), (98), (76), and (137)
{ u"~(k), u",+~(k)7=(i". cos (4kp -X. it), tu", (k), u", *(k)7= -8".cos (Xpko -X ir), (172) j.
s"(k) = g~", +(k) +a", -'((t) 1 'g P. A, M. Dirac, see references 1 aIId 10.
. 1 a"*(k) =-Lu", *(k)+u", (k)7.
v2 One has to insert these expressions in the Hamiltonian (150), (152) 
Therefore one finally obtains from (161) in view of (166), (168a), the wave equation (omitting again the tilde)
he tI"(k) are analogous to the quantities defined in (76), which are constant in the absence of Hi.
We are now particularly interested in the self-energy, that is, in the one-body problem, which we "See P. Dirac, Quantum 3feckonics (Qxford University Press), second edition, p. 287. 
where the term 0'" is of the order e" and obtain 
denoting energy and momentum in the initial state with qo, g to distinguish them from the operators P"y. Of course one has gp' -q' -m'=0. We do not write explicitly the spin index on which both up and a depend. It is important that by virtue of (16), (16') U+r(k)q p --U r(k)@p 0, --
both operators being absorption operators. This fact is technically useful, for every term is zero where on the right side stands a U(k) and not a U*(k). +& contains only states where one photon is present, while +2 contains states with no photons and with two photons. Writing the eigenfunctions of these states 420 and 422, respectively, we can put q 2 q pp+q 22) q pp upp~p.
Only the first summand is important for the computation of the self-energy in the second approximation.
In view of (181) we obtain from (178) first
+(e U *r(k)) exp i{(q+Ir) z -(gp+kp)xp}geppp.
To evaluate 4'~, we use the important relation po+ e. p+tsp (Pp -e p -mP) '= Po -P -7S (182) which shows that the reciprocal of the operator on the left side of (178) can be expressed in a rational way by po and y. Using this relation we now have
We must now apply the third equation (178) for q p. Here we are interested only in the part q pp Qppppo of +p which comes from terms of the form U(k) U*(k) while 4'pp comes from terms of the form U*(k) Up(k). We obtain from (181) a further simplification which has by virtue of (158') the
and silTl liar ly r r ,
ko'
Using this result we obtain
We notice that the second term can be derived from the first term simply by changing ko, k into -ko, -k. We now bring a; to the right side, using a*{a (q -k)+mP} = -{a. (q -k)+mP}n; -2(q; -k;). Finally the denominators can be simplified by virtue of go' --q'= m"" and we obtain (pp a ' p mp)82p
It will be convenient for us to apply to this equation the operator (pp+e p+mp) from the left. Using (qo+ q+ P)L -k+( k)+( 
This equation is of the form
In the approximation of the order e', the term cQ2o can be neglected and up+ufo satisfies the equation
Therefore c is simply the correction of the square of the rest mass of the particle due to the secondorder perturbation. Inserting we obtain
Ke put, for the sake of simplicity, X=O and obtain after integration over the directions of k with We compare this result with the old result of %aller" for the self-energy of the one-electron problem, which me can write 1 e' t'-e' t'm" -go+a
where we took into account that for a given momentum g of the electron one has gpAgp --mmmm. In the old form of the theory one had to cut off the integrals arbitrarily in order to avoid the infinity. Here we get rid of the infinities, using two difTerent methods simultaneously, namely, the X-limiting process and the negative energy photons. The former makes the second integral disappear because of | dk cos Xpko --0.
(188) This is quite analogous to the cancellation of the electrostatic self-energy. Indeed the factor before the second integral disappears if the electron is initially at rest (q = 0, qp m), in w-h-ich case the computation can be much simplified. Generally the second term gives the electromagnetic energy of the electron due to its motion and is in a relativistically invariant theory always present if the electrostatic " I. %'aller, Zeits. f. Physik 52, 6'/3 4, '1930), selF-energy exists. The first term in (187) on the other side is due to the fluctuations of the field in the vacuum and a typical quantum effect. It is directly cancelled by the contributions of the negative energy photons, as one can see from the integrand in (187). The final result is therefore (189) in the e' approximation.
We now generalize both remarks. First we note that in (188) a generalization of the ordinary concept of integral is used, which is useful for integrands of an oscillating type. One introduces a factor g(px), where g(x) falls off sufficiently rapidly for large x, so that at least g'(x)~0 for x~pp but for some integrands the decrease of some higher derivatives of g(x) is required. Moreover g(0) =1, and we assume that g(x) has only a finite number of maxima and minima between zero and infinity. Then we define f(x)dx = lim ) f(x)g(px)dx (190) If the limit exists, it is independent of the particular choice of g(x); for instance, g(x) = e * fulfills all requirements. " In this way one gets but x'" cos xdx=0, 0 x'"+' sin xdx=0, (188') n=0, 1, 2, Using the X-limiting process but not the negative energy photons one would get, instead of (187) (176) for U(x) disappear. We put Now it is easily seen that, as was pointed out by Dirac, every (single or multiple) integral with a rationaL function es integrand is made convergent for large k's by the simultaneous application of the X-limiting process and the negative energy photons. The latter reduces the integrand to the even part in kp (notice that it is always permitted to replace k by -lr without changing the result of the integrations over the direction of the k's), and this even part can be reduced to a convergent integral by using the decomposition of the rational integrand into partial fractions and using the hrst line of (188 ).The repeated application of the operation (182), however, will certainly produce only rational functions of the vectors k", k"', -. - Furthermore the self-energy of the "anti-particles" described by the second spinor field u"(x) which we introduced in the last section, Eqs. (140) - (142) If one applies the X-process in the commutation relations for the 6eld of the electron rather than for the electromagnetic 6eld, the singularity of the diR'erent energy expressions turns out to be exactly the same.
We see that for both spin~and spin 0 electrons, the failure of the ) -limiting process in theories which allow explicitly pair generation and pair annihilation is formally due to the occurrence of a square root in the integrand in which case the theorem of convergence, which was correct for even rational integrands, does not hold any longer. Physically the failure of the X-process is due to the contribution of pairs in the neighborhood of the particle considered which comes from an expectation value of the product of charge densities (so(x)so(x'))A, with a singularity of the type r ' for small distances r =~x -x~of the two points. " Therefore this failure is closely connected with the fact that for a given Xo the contribution of a11 particles with r )Xoto the electrostatic self-energy is not modified.
It seems therefore likely that in a future quantum theory, which includes the description of generation and annihilation of pairs, it will be necessary to substitute for the classical method of the ) -limiting process a different new procedure.
'8 Weisskopf decomposes E"" into two parts, one part E»,"and the other part Zfi",t. The first part is given by (193) transitions from a positive energy state s to negative energy states s' with a probability -a"X,+(I+X, ), and for the reverse process -a., X. , (I+X,, +) .
For the interpretation in the actual world we have to put m, "=X, , , m, , "= -(I+X, , ) (200) which makes the first process to a pair annihilation with the transition probability and the second process to a pair creation with a probability +a,, (I+m, , ")(1+m,, " ).
If one does not use the field U"(x) for the physical interpretation, it is not necessary to include here a factor 2 as was the case with the photons. Again in this form of the theory one has to leave out the Coulomb interaction between generated pairs, and gains for it the convergence of the theory.
For the other alternative of the theory of charged particles without spin [Eqs. (135) - (139)], in which no transition from positive energy to negative energy states occurs, one can use the positive energy states for the description of pair creation and the negative energy states for the description of pair annihilation, but as we have seen, the self-energy then becomes infinite.
The arbitrariness of the rules for the translation of results concerning the hypothetical world into results concerning the actual world and the lack of uniqueness of these rules seems to indicate that new ideas and more radical changes of the present formalism will be necessary in order to get a really satisfactory quantum theory of the electromagnetic field.
